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Tradeouts.com lands 500 dealers in launch month

Trade-only car dealer network Tradeouts.com reaches over 500
dealers in its first full month online and celebrates by launching a
mobile version.

Northamptonshire, UK (PRWEB UK) 7 February 2012 -- Only one full month after launch, trade-only car
dealer website Tradeouts.com has signed up 500 members, and isn't stopping there. They plan to increase that
tenfold in just 6 more months!

David Brown, Managing Director of Tradeouts says "We're very pleased that our launch was so well received,
it's exceeded our expectations and what's more impressive is that most members have come by way of
recommendation. When traders see how good the site is, they're quick to recommend it to others - You could
say it's gone viral."

Not resting on their laurels, Tradeouts continues to expand its list of features, launching a mobile version of its
site this week.

Users of iPhone, BlackBerry + Android phones can access a mobile-specific version of Tradeouts to keep in
touch with its fast paced turnover of stock.

That's not all, Tradeouts has also added the ability to search stock that is only VAT qualifying or left hand drive
to meet the increasing demand from those industry sectors and given its members the ability to filter out adverts
that don't carry an asking price.

Sales Manager, Scott Ralston, says "After bad experiences with other sites, dealers were keen to request that
they only see vehicles that have a real asking price, excluding the annoying 'make me an offer' ads which have
infuriated traders for so long."

David continues, "With our increasing rate of expansion and by listening to our members needs along the way
we comfortably expect to reach our target of 5,000 dealers by August this year."

Leading trade journal Car Dealer Magazine magazine has already dubbed Tradeouts.com a "Company To
Watch in 2012".

Based in Northamptonshire and founded in 2011, Tradeouts Limited aims to be a leading online service
provider to the automotive dealer industry.

For more information please call Tradeouts Limited, 01327 844099 or visit http://www.tradeouts.com
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Contact Information
David Brown
Tradeouts Ltd.
http://www.tradeouts.com
01327 844099

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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